Influence functions of a
thin shallow meniscus-shaped mirror
Luc Arnold

Thin shallow spherical shell theory is used to derive the general influence function, owing to uniform
andyor discrete ~actuators! loads, for a thin shallow meniscus-shaped mirror of uniform thickness with
a central hole and supported at discrete points. Small elastic deformations are considered. No symmetry on the load distribution constrains the model. Explicit analytical expressions of the set of
equations are given for calculating the influence functions. Results agree with the finite element
analysis ~FEA! to within 1%. When the FEA requires megabytes of RAM memory, the analytical method
needs only kilobytes and typically runs 30 times faster. This is a crucial advantage for the iterative
optimization of mirror supports such as large passive or active meniscus-shaped primary mirror supports
or CassegrainyGregorian adaptive secondary actuator configurations. References are given on estimating the shear effects ~thick mirror!, the thickness variation effect, and the influence of the size of the
support pads. © 1997 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

The finite element analysis1 ~FEA! is the classic numerical method used to calculate the deformations of
telescope mirrors, i.e., the influence functions ~IF’s!,
owing to gravitational or actuator loadings. The
FEA generally requires large computer resources.
Because telescope mirrors are often of simple geometry, i.e., annular with a constant thickness, these
elastic deformations can also be described in an analytical form by using a thin shallow spherical shell
theory2–9 for a thin shallow meniscus-shaped mirror
or for a flat mirror, the plate-bending theory.6,10
Such analytical solutions allow rapid estimations of
mirror deformations, which are convenient for passive or active support optimization iterative
processes.9,11–13 This kind of calculation concerns
either passive or active primary mirrors or adaptive
Cassegrain or Gregorian secondaries. The duration
of parametric studies also becomes reasonable.
The deformations under uniform loading, the so-
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called uniform load influence function ~ULIF!, the
deformation under gravitational loading, the socalled
gravity influence function ~GIF!, and the deformation
under discrete forces, the socalled actuator influence
function ~AIF!, for a flat mirror ~infinite radius of
curvature! have been given in previous papers.9,11,13,14

2. Definitions of an Applicability of the Theory

Here a thin shallow meniscus-shaped mirror of constant thickness h is considered ~Fig. 1!. The mirror
is thin if
hyu# # ;1y15,

(1)

where u# is the typical span between the supports.
The effects of shear stresses across the thickness are
neglected in the following theory. Studies of shear
effects in thick mirrors are described in Refs. 7, 9, 11,
15, and 16 and are based on the Reissner theory.6,17,18
Several authors also describe a semianalytical
method to take into account an axisymmetric thickness variation.9,16,19 According to the assumption of
thinness, mirror optical, middle, and rear surfaces
are considered to be the same.
The meniscus-shaped mirror is shallow if its sag
is small compared with its diameter 2a or quantita1 April 1997 y Vol. 36, No. 10 y APPLIED OPTICS
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purposes. In Section 5, I briefly discuss when shell
theory must be used rather than plate theory.
3. General Form of the Influence Functions

A circular horizontal thin shallow meniscus-shaped
mirror with a central hole of radius c is considered.
The mirror material is characterized by its Young’s
modulus E and its Poisson’s ratio n.
The mirror is in static equilibrium between a force
P, resulting from a uniform loading ~typically its
weight! and a set of k concentrated axial forces ~Fig.
1!. The polar coordinates of the k forces fj are r 5 bj
and u 5 uj and are measured from the mirror apex.
The thin shallow shell theory2– 6,8,9 leads to two
fundamental equations:
¹2¹2F 1

Fig. 1. Thin shallow meniscus-shaped mirror with a central hole:
R, radius of curvature; a, mirror outer radius. In this example,
four discrete axial forces fj are applied to the mirror. Three of
them ~ f1, f2, f3! are arranged with a threefold symmetry.

tively2,5,9
R
.. 1,
2a

(2)

where R is the mirror radius of curvature ~Fig.1!.
Such a mirror shape is common today in the design of
a large optical telescope because it meets the specifications of ~1! a small focal ratio of the primary mirror
~,2, inducing a strongly curved optical surface! and
~2! a lightweight ~primary or secondary! mirror. According to the assumption of shallowness, it is irrelevant whether the forces are applied parallel to the
mirror axis ~axial forces! or toward the mirror center
of curvature. Note also that with the assumptions of
shallowness and thinness, there is no difference,
apart from a factor, between the GIF and the ULIF.
In the theory below only small elastic deformations
w defined as
w ,, h

(3)

are considered.
The mirror is supported at discrete points. No
symmetry is assumed in the applied load distribution, which includes only axial loads ~Fig. 1!.
Noethe8 used shallow spherical shell natural
modes to describe the IF of the Very Large Telescope
8-m mirrors. The IF is therefore an infinite linear
combination of these modes.
The direct method proposed here is derived from
the two fundamental equations of equilibrium of a
thin shallow spherical shell. The methodology is
similar to that used for flat mirrors, but the nature of
the analytical solutions is different and the number of
equations to be solved is larger. Here the load distribution and the IF are described by a Fourier series.
Again an infinite number of Fourier modes is necessary to describe the IF, but in practice the addition of
the first 15 nonzero modes is sufficient for optical
2020
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hE 2
¹ w 5 2~1 2 n!¹2V,
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D¹2¹2w 2
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¹ F5q1
,
R
R

(4)

(5)

from which the IF w, i.e., the deformation normal to
the mirror surface, must be derived. The second unknown F is a stress function. The symbol ¹2 is the
Laplacian operator:
¹2 5

]2
1 ]
1 ]2
1
,
1
]r2 r ]r r2 ]u2

(6)

and D is the flexural rigidity:
D5

Eh3
.
12~1 2 n2!

(7)

In Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, V is the potential of assumed
conservative in-plane load distributions.2– 6,8,9 The
load, q 5 q~r, u!, per unit area represents the normal
load distribution applied to the mirror. Note that if
the radius of curvature R is infinite, Eq. ~5! becomes
D¹2¹2w 5 q, which is the well-known equation from
the thin-plate-bending theory.
With the two-dimensional Dirac d function verifying

**

1
d~r 2 bj !d~u 2 uj !rdrdu 5 1,
bj

(8)

the load q is given by
q~r, u! 5

k
fj
2P
d~r 2 bj !d~u 2 uj !
1
2
2
p~a 2 c ! j51 bj

(

(9)

or
q~r, u! 5

k
fj
2P
d~r 2 bj !
1
2
2
p~a 2 c ! j51 2pbj

(

`

3

( exp@im~u 2 u !#,
j

(10)

m52`

where the Dirac function d~u 2 uj ! has been replaced
by its complex Fourier series. Here the Dirac func-

tion shows that it is assumed that the diameter of the
support pads is negligible with respect to the mirror
outer radius. A method to take into account the
finite size of the pads is given in Refs. 12 and 13.
If the mirror weight is balanced by k discrete supports placed on a single concentric ring ~radius, b!
with a k-fold symmetry, each support carrying a fraction 1yk of the weight, the load q can then be written
as
q~r, u! 5

2P
P d~r 2 b!
2
2 1
p~a 2 c ! k
b

k

S

(d u2
j51

D

2jp
2 u0 ,
k
(11)

where u0 is the azimuth of the supports with respect
to the origin axis. The term
k

S

(d u2
j51

2jp
2 u0
k

D

can also be written as a complex Fourier series. The
load can thus be rewritten in the convenient form
2P
Pd~r 2 b!
q~r, u! 5
2
2 1
p~a 2 c !
2pb
Pd~r 2 b!
cos@kn~u 2 u0!#.
pb
n51

(

(12)

Because rotational symmetry m 5 kn . 1, this kind
of load does not contain harmonics with m 5 1.
The Fourier series, Eq. ~10!, suggests solving for a
Fourier series for w and F of the form

(

@wm~r!, Fm~r!#exp imu.

wm$1~r, u! 5 Re@2 3 w̃m$1~r! 3 exp imu#,

With Eq. ~10! and for a given harmonic, m $ 1, Eqs.
~4! and ~5! become
¹2¹2Fm 1

(13)

The general solution for the radial functions, wm~r!
and Fm~r!, of the homogeneous system associated
with Eqs. ~4! and ~5! are for m 5 0 ~Refs. 3–7, 9!:

hE 2
¹ wm 5 0,
R

(20)

k
fj
1 2
d~r 2 bj !exp~2imuj !.
¹ Fm 5
R
2pb
j
j51

(

(21)

Eh2
~C1bei0x 2 C2ber0x 1 C3kei0x
@12~1 2 n2!#1y2

Thus, as soon as r Þ bj , the system becomes homogeneous. Because the second right-hand member
involves Dirac functions, the particular solutions are
system Green’s functions.21 But it is not necessary
to solve them. To calculate constants Ci , one has to
consider only the general solutions, Eqs. ~16! and
~17!, and to take into account the discontinuities of
the transverse forces caused by the discrete forces at
r 5 bj in appropriate jump relations, as shown below.

2 C4ker0x 1 C6 ln x 1 C8!,

A.

w0 5 C1ber0x 1 C2bei0x 1 C3ker0x 1 C4kei0x 1 C5,
(14)

(15)

wm 5 C1xm 1 C3x2m 1 C5bermx 1 C6beimx
1 C7kermx 1 C8keimx,

(16)

Eh2
~C2xm 1 C4x2m 1 C5beimx
@12~1 2 n2!#1y2
2 C6bermx 1 C7keimx 2 C8kermx!.

Edge Conditions

The mirror is assumed to satisfy the free edge boundary conditions. Therefore the conditions at the inner and the outer edges are8,9,22

and for umu $ 1 ~Refs. 5 and 9!

Fm 5

(19)

where w̃m$1~r! is a complex function of uj and bj
through the constants Ci .

m52`

F0 5

(18)

One particular solution for w and F must be found
and added to Eqs. ~14!–~17! to obtain the complete
solution of the system of Eqs. ~4! and ~5!. This research has been carried out by several authors3,5–7,9
for m 5 0. They give explicit analytical expressions
of w0 and F0 or at least describe a method for calculating them. Reissner4 also considered the case m 5
1 and gave solutions in some specific applications.
Here only the general method for calculating wumu$1
and Fumu$1 is given.
On a technical point, constants C1, . . . , C8 are calculated for the positive value of the integer m, and the
final deflection for a given harmonic is the real part
noted wm$1~r, u! of the complex value w̃m$1~r! according to

D¹2¹2wm 2

`

@w~r, u!, F~r, u!# 5

r @12~1 2 n2!#1y4
x5 5
r.
l
ÎRh

4. Derivation of the Influence Functions for Harmonics,
m>1

`

1

defined by

Nr4(r 5 c) 5 Nr(r 5 a) 5 0,
Mr(r 5 c) 5 Mr(r 5 a) 5 0,

Nru(r 5 c) 5 Nru(r 5 a) 5 0,
Vr(r 5 c) 5 Vr(r 5 a) 5 0,
(22)

(17)

Constants C1, . . . , C8 characterize wm and Fm. The
functions bei0, ber0, kei0, ker0, beim, berm, keim, and
kerm are the Kelvin functions.20 The argument x is

where Vr is a resulting transverse force parallel to the
optical axis and defined by
Vr 5 Qr 1

1 ]Mru r
2 Nr.
r ]u
R
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(23)
2021

Mr is the bending moment, Mru is the twisting moment, Qr is the resulting force perpendicular to the
mirror surface, and Nr and Nru are the direct stress
and the tangential shearing stress resulting in the
plane of the mirror surface, respectively. Their expressions versus w and F are6,8 –11,14,22
1 ]F 1 ]2F
Nr 5
1 V,
1
r ]r r2 ]u2

S D
F S

2

(24)

(25)

DG

]2w
1 ]w 1 ]2w
1
n
,
1
]r2
r ]r r2 ]u2

S D

] 1 ]w
Mru 5 2~1 2 n! D
,
]r r ]u

F
F
F
F

(27)

1 C6 bermxa 2 ~1 2 n!

(28)

S

S

(29)

m@aFm9~a! 2 Fm~a!# 5 0.

(30)

They can be simplified and rewritten as

S

F
F
F
F

1 C5 beim9xa 1 ~1 2 n!m2

(36)

S

1 C7 keim9xa 1 ~1 2 n!m2

DG
DG
DG
DG

berm9xa bermxa
2
xa2
xa3

S

1 C6 2berm9xa 1 ~1 2 n!m2

beim9xa beimxa
2
xa2
xa3

kerm9xa kermxa
2
xa2
xa3

S

1 C8 2kerm9xa 1 ~1 2 n!m2

keim9xa keimxa
2
xa2
xa3

.
(37)

Dj Ci 5 lim Ci 2 lim Ci .
r3bj 1

•

(31)

r3bj 2

lim wm 5 lim wm,

or, respectively, as

(38)

wm is continuous at a support radius of r 5 bj :
r3bj 1

r3bj 2

(39)

which, with Eq. ~16! and xbj 5 bj yl, leads to

C2xam 1 C4xa2m 1 C5beimxa 2 C6bermxa
1 C7keimxa 2 C8kermxa 5 0,

Dj C1xbj m 1 Dj C3xbj 2m 1 Dj C5bermxbj 1 Dj C6beimxbj
1 Dj C7kermxbj 1 Dj C8keimxbj 5 0.

C2mxam21 2 C4mxa2m21 1 C5beim9xa 2 C6berm9xa
(32)

•

(33)

(40)

dwmydr is continuous at support radius r 5 bj :

where
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,

Let us note now that

aFm9~a! 2 m2Fm~a! 5 0,

xa 5 ayl.

keim9xa m2keimxa
2
xa
xa2

3 m2~m 1 1!xa2m23

The two equations for Nr and Nru at r 5 a are,
respectively,

1 C7keim9xa 2 C8kerm9xa 5 0,

kerm9xa m2kermxa
2
xa
xa2

0 5 C1~1 2 n!m2~m 2 1!xam23 2 C3~1 2 n!

• Edge conditions: four equations at r 5 c and
four equations at r 5 a @Eq. ~22!#.

Fm9~a! 5 0,

berm9xa m2bermxa
2
xa
xa2

beim9xa m2beimxa
2
xa
xa2

S

1 C8 kermxa 2 ~1 2 n!

If k supports ~or actuators! have distinct radii bj , they
form k 1 1 concentric annular surfaces, and for a
given value of m, 8~k 1 1! constants C1, . . . , C8 must
be determined to calculate wm. C1, . . . , C8 are derived from 8 3 k conditions at r 5 bj and the 2 3 4
edge conditions at the inner and the outer edges.
The explicit analytical form of this set of equations is
the following ~the symbols 9 and 0 denote the first and
second derivative, respectively, with respect to variable r, except for the Kelvin functions where the derivatives are with respect to variable x):

2022

(35)

DG
DG
DG
DG

S

1 C5 2beimxa 2 ~1 2 n!

1 C7 2keimxa 2 ~1 2 n!

]¹ w
.
]r

Fm~a! 5 0,

D

wm9 wm
]¹2wm
1 ~1 2 n!m2 2 2 3 5 0,
]r
r
r

(26)

Harmonics, m . 1

B.

S

(34)

0 5 C1~1 2 n!m~m 2 1!xam22 1 C3~1 2 n!m~m 1 1!xa2m22

2

Qr 5 2D

n
m2
wm9~a! 2 n 2 wm~a! 5 0,
a
a

wm0~a! 1

or, respectively,

] 1 ]F
Nru 5 2
,
]r r ]u
Mr 5 2D

The two other edge conditions, Mr 5 0 and Vr 5 0
@Eq. ~22!#, are, respectively,

lim

r3bj 1

]wm
]wm
5 lim
,
2
r3bj
]r
]r

(41)

and, again with Eq. ~16!, we obtain

•

dumydr is continuous at support radius r 5 bj :

Dj C1xbj m 1 Dj C2~1 1 n!m~m 2 1!xbj m22

Dj C1mxbj m21 2 Dj C3mxbj 2m21 1 Dj C5berm9xbj

2 Dj C3xbj 2m 2 Dj C4~1 1 n!m~m 1 1!xbj 2m22

1 Dj C6beim9xbj 1 Dj C7kerm9xbj 1 Dj C8keim9xbj 5 0.

• d2wmydr2 ~or Mr! is continuous at support radius r 5 bj :

3

]2wm
]2wm
5
lim
2
2 ,
r3bj 1 ]r
r3bj 2 ]r

3

(43)

lim

and, once more with Eq. ~16!, we obtain
Dj C1m~m 2 1!xbj

m22

1 Dj C3m~m 1 1!xbj

3

2m22

1 Dj C5berm0xbj 1 Dj C6beim0xbj
1 Dj C7kerm0xbj 1 Dj C8keim0xbj 5 0.

(44)

S
S
S

berm9xbj

xbj m11
m11

xbj
xbj
kerm9xbj
xbj

2

xbj

D
D
D

bermxbj
xbj 2
keimxbj
xbj 2

kermxbj
xbj 2

2

beimxbj
xbj 2

D

2 Dj C6~1 1 n!

1 Dj C7~1 1 n!

2 Dj C8~1 1 n!
5 0.

(48)

• The jump of the force Qr owing to the presence
of the force fj at r 5 bj leads to the discontinuity
equation

lim Qr 2 lim Qr 5

r3bj 1

r3bj 2

fj
exp~2imuj !,
2pbj D

(49)

xbj

2Dj C5beim9xbj 1 Dj C6berm9xbj 2 Dj C6beim9xbj

2m11

1 Dj C4~1 1 n!mxbj 2m21

m21

1 Dj C7berm9xbj 5 2

2 Dj C5~1 1 n!beim9xbj 1 Dj C6~1 1 n!berm9xbj

(45)
dvmydr is continuous at support radius r 5 bj :

f̃j 5 fj cos muj or f̃j 5 fj sin muj ,

1 Dj C3xbj

f̃j 5

2 Dj C4~1 1 n!m~m 1 1!xbj

2m22

2 Dj C5~1 1 n!beim0xbj 1 Dj C6~1 1 n!berm0xbj
2 Dj C7~1 1 n!keim0xbj 1 Dj C8~1 1 n!kerm0xbj 5 0.
(46)
• The circumferential displacement5,9 um ~see Appendix B! is also continuous at support radius r 5 bj :

xbj m11
m11

1 Dj C2~1 1 n!mxbj m21

1 Dj C3

xbj 2m11
m21

1 Dj C5~1 1 n!
1 Dj C7~1 1 n!

beimxbj

keimxbj
xbj

1 Dj C4~1 1 n!mxbj 2m21

xbj

2 Dj C6~1 1 n!

2 Dj C8~1 1 n!

kermxbj
xbj

xbj
5 0.

(47)

(f

ja

a

cos muja or f̃j 5

(f

ja

sin muja,

(52)

a

where a represents an arbitrary index of the forces at
bj .
It is possible to replace the four continuity equations at r 5 bj for vm and um by four other equations:
The continuity of vm, Nr, Nru, and Nu or the continuity
of vm, er, um, and dumydr, or also the continuity of vm,
dumydr, er, and eu, where Nu is the direct stress resulting in the tangential direction, er and eu are the
radial and the tangential deformation, respectively.
These sets of equations lead to the same result. It is
clear that the important point is to choose four linearly independent equations at r 5 bj . Therefore
one cannot combine eu with wm, eu with vm, eu with
um, or er with dvmydr.
C.

bermxbj

(51)

according to whether wm~r!cos mu or wm~r!sin mu is
calculated, respectively. If several forces fj are on
the same radius bj , we simply have

Dj C1xbj m 2 Dj C2~1 1 n!m~m 2 1!xbj m22
2m

f̃j l3
, (50)
pbj D

with

2 Dj C7~1 1 n!keim9xbj 1 Dj C8~1 1 n!kerm9xbj 5 0.

Dj C1

2

beim9xbj

which can be rewritten as
2 Dj C2~1 1 n!mxbj m21

2 Dj C3

•

2

keim9xbj

• The meridional displacement5,9 vm ~see Appendix A! is also continuous at support radius r 5 bj :

Dj C1

S

1 Dj C5~1 1 n!

(42)

Harmonic m 5 1

How does the previous set of equations change for
m 5 1? Johnson and Reissner22 ~see also Ref. 8!
studied the free vibrations of thin shallow shells.
They showed that no term in 1yr could exist in w1 and
also pointed out that the term in r in F1 has no
1 April 1997 y Vol. 36, No. 10 y APPLIED OPTICS
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S

F

physical sense. Therefore
m 5 1 f C2 5 C3 5 0.

(53)

It is easy to verify that C2 is irrelevant in the expressions of Nr @Eq. ~24!# and Nru @Eq. ~25!#. The
condition C3 5 0 is obvious to avoid singularity in v1
and u1 ~see Appendices A and B!. The tilt term C1x
in w1 characterizes only rigid-body displacement
and can be omitted when the other Ci is calculated.
The value of C1 can be found a posteriori according
to the condition that w1 5 0 over the fixed points.
The constant C4 appears only in Nr and Vr, which
must be zeroed at inner and outer edges, and is
absent in equations to be solved at bj .
Therefore, because the constants C1, C2, C3, and C4
are irrelevant at bj , the number of equations at bj
decreases from 8k for m . 1 to 4k for m 5 1. Note
that the system of equations to be solved is thus
slightly simpler than that given in Ref. 9.
Finally, the edge conditions Eqs. ~29! and ~30! become equal and show that, for m 5 1, Nr 5 Nru.
Therefore one condition is lost at each edge.
Finally, the number of equations for harmonic
m 5 1 is thus 4k 1 6: 4k equations at bj and six
edge conditions. Their explicit forms are the following:
Edge conditions: three equations at r 5 c and
three equations at r 5 a @Eq. ~22!#.

F

S

0 5 C5 bei19xa 1 ~1 2 n!

F
F
F

The condition Nr 5 Nru 5 0 in r 5 a leads to
aF19~a! 2 F1~a! 5 0

S

1 C7 kei19xa 1 ~1 2 n!

•

(56)

D

]¹2w1
w19 w1
1 ~1 2 n! 2 2 3 5 0,
]r
r
r

(57)

or, respectively,

2024

DG
DG
DG

ber19xa ber1xa
2
xa
xa2
bei19xa bei1xa
2
xa
xa2

S

1 C7 2kei1xa 2 ~1 2 n!

.

w1 is continuous at r 5 bj .

Thus

1 Dj C8kei1xbj 5 0.
•

(60)

dw1ydr is continuous at r 5 bj :

Dj C5ber19xbj 1 Dj C6bei19xbj 1 Dj C7ker19xbj
1 Dj C8kei19xbj 5 0.
•

(61)

d2w1ydr2 ~or Mr! is continuous at r 5 bj :

1 Dj C8kei10xbj 5 0.

(62)

lim Qr 2 lim Qr 5

r3bj 1

r3bj 2

fj
exp~2iuj !,
2pbj D

(63)

or
2Dj C5bei19xbj 1 Dj C6ber19xbj 2 Dj C6bei19xbj

n
n
w10~a! 1 w19~a! 2 2 w1~a! 5 0,
a
a

F
F

kei19xa kei1xa
2
xa2
xa3

Dj C5ber1xbj 1 Dj C6bei1xbj 1 Dj C7ker1xbj

(55)

The two other edge conditions, Mr 5 0 and Vr 5 0
@Eq. ~22!#, are, respectively,

1 C6 ber1xa 2 ~1 2 n!

S

• The jump of the force Qr owing to the presence
of the force fj at r 5 bj leads to the discontinuity
equation:

2 C8~xaker19xa 2 ker1xa! 5 0.

S
S

DG
DG
DG

bei19xa bei1xa
2
xa2
xa3

(59)

2 C6~xaber19xa 2 ber1xa! 1 C7~xakei19xa 2 kei1xa!

F

, (58)

DG

ker19xa ker1xa
2
xa2
xa3

1 C8 2ker19xa 1 ~1 2 n!

(54)

22C4xa21 1 C5~xabei19xa 2 bei1xa!

0 5 C5 2bei1xa 2 ~1 2 n!

S

DG

Dj C5ber10xbj 1 Dj C6bei10xbj 1 Dj C7ker10xbj

or

S

ber19xa ber1xa
2
xa2
xa3

1 C6 2ber19xa 1 ~1 2 n!

•

2

kei19xa kei1xa
2
xa
xa2

1 C8 ker1xa 2 ~1 2 n!

ker19xa ker1xa
2
xa
xa2
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1 Dj C7ber19xbj 5 2

f̃j l3
,
pbj D

(64)

where f̃j is defined by Eq. ~51!.
It is possible to solve simultaneously, for a given
m $ 1, the set of 4~k 1 1! 1 2 ~if m 5 1! or 8~k 1 1!
~if m . 1! equations to determine the Ci for all annular zones. But numerical methods, such as the
Gauss–Jordan method, loweryupper triangular decomposition, or singular value decomposition,23 involve a number of operations proportional to the
power of 3 of the number of unknowns. Therefore, to
save computer time, it is more efficient to solve the
problem for 8 or 4 Dj Ci at each bj and then to reconstruct Ci by using the edge conditions and Dj Ci, as
proposed by Menikoff for flat mirrors.14

Table 2. Zernike Decomposition of the Deformations given in Fig. 3

Zernike Terms
Z11 ~tilt!
Z20 ~defocus!
Z22 ~third-order
astigmatism!

Fig. 2. Top view of the mirror with two different discrete force
distributions. Forces are provided by three fixed points arranged
with a threefold symmetry and an actuator near the outer edge
~case 1, as in Fig. 1! or near inner edge ~case 2!.

5. Results and Discussion

To test the results above, an infinite radius of curvature ~focal ratio, Fy ; 1000! is considered first. In
this case we observe that the deflections obtained by
shallow shell theory converge perfectly toward the
limit of the plate pure bending theory13,14: The differences are within 0.05%. This shows the robustness of the calculation in the limit case, R 5 `.
Deformations computed from the above theoretical
results are shown in Fig. 3 for two different discrete
force distributions ~Fig. 2!. It shows the difference
between the AIF’s for two distinct radii of curvature,
R 5 ` and R 5 5.15 m, in the case of the Optical Very
Large Array24,25 ~OVLA! unit telescope primary

Table 1. Characteristics of the OVLA Primary Mirror used in Fig. 3

Parameters

Values

Mirror outer radius a
Mirror inner radius c
Radius of curvature R
Focal ratio Ry4a
Thickness h
Young’s modulus E
Poisson’s ratio n
Specific mass
Aspect ratio hy2a
Flexure ratio a4yh2
Flexure ratio a2yh3

0.760 m
0.175 m
5.15 m
1.69
24.0 mm
6.64 3 1010 Pa
0.225
2500 kg. m23
1y63.3
5.79 3 106 cm2
418 cm21

Case 1,
R5`
~nm!

Case 1, R
5 5.15 m
~nm!

Case 2,
R5`
~nm!

Case 2, R
5 5.15 m
~nm!

591
74
732

565
17
717

145
293
189

143
220
183

mirror ~Table 1!. Quantitative data are given in
Table 2.
When the actuator acts near the mirror outer edge
@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#, it mainly excites the m 5 2
harmonic ~which is a kind of astigmatic deformation
involving little stretching of the mirror middle surface! and is therefore hiding the stiffening effect from
curvature on harmonic m 5 0. But if the actuator
acts near the central hole, on a radius smaller than
that of the fixed points, Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! and Table
2 show that harmonic m 5 2 is less excited, allowing
one to see that harmonic m 5 0 ~mainly the defocus!
is excited differently, depending on the R value. For
a finite value of R the neutral plane is more noticeably stressed and the curvature stiffening effect is
more visible because the defocused component ~Table
2! is smaller.
The stiffening effect is more visible in Fig. 4 in
which the GIF has been calculated for ~a! R 5 ` and
~b! R 5 5.15 m for a three-point support at b 5 0.3820
m. This support radius leads to the minimal rms
deflection for R 5 5.15 m. Obviously, this is no
longer the case if R 5 `.
When must the shell theory be used instead of the
simpler plate theory? The shell theory is indicated
to obtain accurate mirror deformations for rotational
symmetry, m 5 0 and m 5 1, because they always
generate in-plane stresses.8 Nevertheless the plate
theory can be used with errors of less than ;5%
according to the following rules of thumb:
if

R
$ ;30 for m 5 0,
2a

(65)

if

R
$ ;10 for m 5 1.
2a

(66)

For m $ 2, Noethe8 showed that the second natural
mode of a given rotational symmetry m is affected
most by the in-plane stresses. For example, to generate third-order astigmatism, } r2 cos 2u, close to the
first natural mode with m 5 2, the plate theory can be
used with a loss of accuracy of only ;2% over a range
of ` . Ry2a $ 2. Only small in-plane stresses are
generated by this kind of deformation. ~No stretching of the mirror middle surface appears if the deformation is a developable surface; r2 cos 2u defines the
hyperbolic paraboloid, a ruled but not developable
surface.26! But for fifth-order astigmatism, } r4 cos
2u, closer to the second natural mode with m 5 2, the
shell theory is indicated. The loss of accuracy with
1 April 1997 y Vol. 36, No. 10 y APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 3. Actuator influence functions of a meniscus-shaped mirror ~Table 1!. The mirror is supported by three fixed points and is under
a fourth force applied by the actuator as in Figs. 1 and 2. Fixed points are at r 5 0.5084 m. The actuator force, f4 5 1 N, is upward.
The series is truncated after the 15th nonzero term. ~a!, ~b! Actuator at b4 5 0.7 m, u4 5 180° ~Fig. 2, case 1!. ~a! R 5 `, and the
deformation is 2148-nm peak-to-valley ~ptv!, 438 nm rms. ~b! R 5 5.15 m, and the deformation becomes 2083 nm ptv, 421 nm rms. ~c!,
~d! Actuator at b4 5 0.25 m, u4 5 180° ~Fig. 2, case 2!. ~c! R 5 `, and the deformation is 497 nm ptv, 124 nm rms. ~d! R 5 5.15 m, and
the deformation becomes 496 nm ptv, 109 nm rms. The figures do not have the same vertical scale.

the plate theory is ;20% at Ry2a 5 2, ;5% at Ry2a 5
4 and ;2% at Ry2a 5 8.
The analytical method ~AM! is now compared with
FEA results. The FEA code used here is
Castem2000 developed by the Commissariat français
à l’Energie Atomique. The mirror model features
triangular thin-shell elements under pure bending.
Let us compare first the relative accuracy of the
two methods. Table 3 shows the differences between
the AIF’s and the GIF and indicates that the two
methods agree within 1%. This demonstrates now
the robustness of the analytical calculation in the R ,
` case.
Let us also compare the two methods in terms of
the required computational resources. Table 4 gives
quantitative data. Obviously the computing time
increases linearly for the AM with the number of
nodes on the mirror surface and with the number of
terms in the Fourier series. This is no longer the
case of the FEA, which involves a number of operations on a large matrix proportional to power 3 of the
number of nodes.23 As a consequence, the AM runs
up to 30 times faster than the FEA. Note that if R 5
`, the plate theory can be used. Because the IF’s
then have a simpler polynomial form, one no longer
2026
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needs to calculate the Kelvin functions, and computing time thus decreases by a further factor of ;10.
Table 4 moreover shows that the AM requires typically 1000 times less memory than the FEA.
The AM is thus of particular interest when k AIF’s
are calculated simultaneously to fit a given Zernike
or Seidel aberration present over the pupil and to be
corrected; k being the number of actuators, the amplitude of each AIF is adjusted through a leastsquares fit23 to minimize the residual error between
the target aberration and the combination of k
AIF’s.7,9,13 Possibly we can reduce the number k by
using any symmetry in the actuator configuration.
6. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has been to give explicit
sets of equations to be solved to calculate the IF’s of a
thin shallow meniscus-shaped mirror. The numerical results derived from the AIF Fourier series for a
meniscus-shaped annular mirror of uniform thickness are in good agreement with the FEA results
because the two techniques agree within 1%. The
above theory can therefore be used with confidence to
calculate the deformations of thin meniscus-shaped
telescope mirrors.

It has been pointed out that the calculation is much
faster ~303! with the AM and requires much less
memory ~10003!. The AM technique thus allows
rapid estimations of mirror deformations, which is
convenient for active or passive mirror support optimization iterative processes9,11,13 or parametric studies. Either large passive or active meniscus-shaped
primary mirrors or CassegrainyGregorian adaptive
secondaries can be considered.
Because the coming generation of large telescopes
often involves segmented Keck-type mirrors,27,28 this
research should now be extended to hexagonalshaped flat or curved mirror segments.
Appendix A: Expression of the Meridional
Displacement v

The complete derivation of vm was given by Berman.5,9 Only the results needed to calculate the influence functions are given here. For m 5 0 and x 5
ryl,
vo~x! 5 2C5
3
Fig. 4. Gravity influence functions of a meniscus-shaped mirror
~Table 1!. The mirror is supported by three points at r 5 0.3820
m, which leads to the minimum rms deformation for R 5 5.15 m.
The series is truncated after the nonzero 15th term. ~a! R 5 `,
and the deformation is 134,377 nm ptv, 33,870 nm rms. ~b! R 5
5.15 m, and the deformation becomes 42713 nm ptv, 10,464 nm
rms; ~a! and ~b! do not have the same vertical scale.

S

C6
1 C1bei09x 2 C2ber09x 1 C3kei09x
x

and for m $ 1

Table 3. Relative Accuracy of the Two Methods: Comparison
between Deformations Computed by the FEA ~wFEA! and the AM ~wAM!
for Computed AIF and GIFa

IF

100 3
~wFEA 2 wAM!ywFEA
rms ~%! Values

AIF ~Case 1!
AIF ~Case 2!
GIF

0.033
20.33
20.67

0.83
0.42
20.05

l exp~imu!
R

(A1)

FS

C1

D

xm11
x2m11
1 C3
m11
12m

2 ~1 1 n! 3 ~C2mxm21 2 C4mx2m21
1 C5beim9x 2 C6berm9x 1 C7keim9x

G

2 C8kerm9x! .

(A2)

Berman5,9 showed that function f 5 f ~u! written as
f ~u! 5 C9 exp iu 1 C10 exp 2 iu

a

The FEA model features triangular thin shell elements under
pure bending. Each model features a number of nodes that are all
on the mirror surface: 3685 nodes for the FEA model and the AIF;
2530 nodes for the FEA model and the GIF; 114,400 nodes for the
AM model. The Fourier series was at least computed to the 15th
nonzero term.

D

2 C4ker09x ,

vm~x, u! 5

100 3
~wFEA 2 wAM!ywFEA
Values ~ptv!

lx ~1 1 n!l
2
R
R

(A3)

must be added to v. But for load harmonics, m Þ 1,
v cannot contain a term of symmetry of m 5 1, and
thus C9 5 C10 5 0. Note that C3 must be zeroed in
v1 to avoid singularity.

Table 4. Comparison between FEA and AM in terms of Required Computational Resourcesa

Number
of Nodes

Memory ~Mbytes!
for FEA

Memory ~Mbytes!
for AM

Ratio
FEAyAM

CPU Times ~s!
for FEA

CPU Times ~s!
for AM

Ratio
FEAyAM

361
700
1369
2530
3685
4345

5
11
34
66
67
69

0.0029
0.0056
0.011
0.021
0.030
0.035

1720
1960
3090
3140
2230
1970

12
33
97
470
761
905

18
20
21.5
22
23
24

0.7
1.6
4.5
21
33
37

a

The computer used is a 9-Mflop workstation with 32 Mbytes of RAM and 100 Mbytes of swap memory. The Fourier series was
computed to the 15th nonzero term. Mirror configuration, Case 1 ~Fig. 2!.
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Appendix B: Expression of the Circumferential
Displacement u

The complete derivation of um is given by Berman.5,9
Only the results needed to calculate the influence
functions are given here.
It is clear that u0 5 0. For m $ 1,
um~x, u! 5 2

F
S

11.

2m11

m11

il exp~imu!
x
x
C1
2 C3
R
m11
12m
12.

1 m~1 1 n! 3 C2x

m21

2m21

1 C4x

1 C5

beimx
bermx
keimx
2 C6
1 C7
x
x
x

2 C8

kermx
x

DG

.

13.

(B1)

As for v, the function f 5 f ~u! 5 C9 exp iu 1 C10
exp2iu must be added to u. But for load harmonics,
m Þ 1, u cannot contain a term of symmetry of one,
and thus C9 5 C10 5 0.
Note also that C3 must again be zeroed in u1, as in
v1, to avoid singularity.
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